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Firstborn? Only child? Middle child? Baby of the family? Find out what it means to you, your

relationships, and your career. Do you realize that of the first twenty-three astronauts in space,

twenty-one were firstborns and the other two were the only child in their family? Are you aware that

many successful entrepreneurs are middle children? Is it any surprise that most comedians are the

youngest child in their family? Itâ€™s all about birth order. Birth order powerfully influences who you

are, whom you marry, the job you choose, and the kind of parent you are. And Dr. Kevin

Lemanâ€™s The Birth Order Book will help you understand yourself, get along better with others,

overcome ingrained tendencies you never thought you could get rid of, and be more successful in

the workplace. This revised and updated audio edition of Dr. Lemanâ€™s classic book includes

more than thirty years of experience and research, current examples, and fascinating stories to

show how birth order impacts your life. Thousands of people have unlocked the secrets of birth

order already. Shouldnâ€™t you be one of them?
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"...sheds light on how our place in the family pecking order endows us with traits that shape us for

life." -- Dallas Child, April 1999"If you&#x92;d like to be more successful in all of your relationships,

then this book&#x92;s for you!" -- Shine, September/October 1999"Leman frames his discussion

within a Christian worldview... Well-written, intriguing." -- Minister&#x92;s Packet, December

1998/January 1999 --This text refers to the Paperback edition.



Your birth order -- whether you were born first (or are an only child,) or second, in your family --

powerfully influences what kind of person you are, who you marry, the job you choose. Now you can

discover: How to pick out the first born in any group. Why the baby in the family gets away with

everything. How to help middle children feel less squeezed and more loved. Ways to overcome your

worst inborn tendencies. Which career suits you best. How to make the perfect marriage match and

much, much more... You've seen him on television and heard him on the radio. Now internationally

known psychologist Kevin Leman reveals an exciting new way to better understand yourself and

those you love. "Forget astrology. The fresh, new karmic aid for picking friends and lovers is birth

order... a funny, and sometimes not so funny, look at the effect siblings, or the lack of them, have in

shaping a person." -- Chicago Sun-Times --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

This is such a fun and interesting book. I've shown it to many people. All of them are interested to

know why they are the way they are. Recommended to anyone who is interested in exploring their

own personality.

Still reading but WOW! Blew my mind. So much good information! I bought it so that I can better

parent our new addition (3rd boy) but ended up getting good info to use on anyone I know! I'm

getting this book for my dad, my sister-in-law, and me best friend.

Another excellent book by Kevin Leman. Written for lay people, Dr. Leman explains how birth order

affects characteristics of all family members.

This is my 2nd purchase of Dr. Leman's book. The first one I gave to a friend. I really like this and I

am a "misunderstood" middle child.

Loved this book so much that I like to give it as a gift to others. It's entertaining and funny and SO

interesting. Quick read.

My hubby and I are both first borns. Little did I know what I was picking up when I went to the library

so many years ago! I swear it was better than any therapy for marriage! I read it, then had him read

it right away. We were both like...OHHHHH!!!! That's why you do this, that's why I do that...it was

AWESOME! We read it when we'd been married 5 years....now married almost 20, I swear out of

everything I've read on everything this stands out as a very favorite for understanding why we do



what we do! I now buy them in bulk to give for wedding gifts (along with a gift card ofcourse;) HA!

I first learned about this Author on the Phil Donahue show in the early eighties. interested in finding

out your characteristics?

I liked this book because it helped me gain a perspective from other birth orders. Some of it was not

a surprise, but a good reminder now that I have 2 kids. I do relate to my children differently as the

book mentions. I find myself noticing how the baby of our family doesn't take herself so serious. It's

a good reminder for me as a first born.
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